
Thank you for purchasing this machine.
Please read this instruction manual carefully and use the machine
correctly.
Please keep this manual near the machine so that you can read it
at any time.
This machine is a three-phase four-wire system, please be careful
to use the ground wire.
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One、Preface
Thank you for using the air-cooled type chiller. We hope it can make some contributions on your

production line smoothly. This series of machine are widely used in galvanization, plastic products,

hardware, chemistry， electronics, fresh keep and storage of food, laser engraving, vacuum plating,

ultrasonic clean-out, high frequency and other industries. Adopt the scroll compressor originally

produced in Japan with high quality and brand-new design, with advantages of excellent performances,

mute, electricity-saving and durable. Equipped with rigid electronic circuit, adopt the chips imported from

Italy. The scope of control is within 3℃-50℃. It can operate automatically with only need of turning on

power start-up switch and adjusting to needed temperature. When any failure occurs on system into

acid-base, cooling water disconnection, fan protection, pump protection, phase sequence protection,

compressor protection, pressure protection and frost protection, it sends out alarm immediately and

displays related causes, safe and reliable.

Although the machine had passed rigid inspection and test before leaving the factory, in order to

make sure that it can operate safely and reliably, PLEASE carefully read the operation manual.

The manual mostly aims at introducing the flow, assembly, operation, repair, maintenance, electrical

control circuit, fault elimination of the air-cooled type chiller.

Before the chiller operates actually, the handler should give attentions to the operation conditions

provided in technology materials and get to know functions of all parts in system flow and the situation of

whole operation. Thus, it can make users able to judge in the course of chiller operating or while

maintenance.
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Wind

Two、Special precautions
1、Installation site hoped to avoid

■Places that wind and rain can blow directly or with much moisture.

■Places with many dusts or with corrosive gases.

■Poorly ventilated areas (There shall be abundant ventilation space nearby.)

■Hot places such as sealed room (When setting is necessary, there shall be enough

ventilation inside the room, and ambient temperature shall be below 45℃.)

■Please block off over 50cm with wall and other barriers nearby.

It doesn’t matter the side without intake close to wall, but it need to be moved when maintaining.

■Places with vibration.

■Places with declining.

2、Related setting methods

■Generally, it’s ok to place on the ground, and with necessary basic engineering.

Rain

Dusts

Corrosive gases
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3、Related power

A、The power of chiller adopts three-phase-four-line system. Power lines (R, S, T) connect to

power live line, (N) connects to null line, (E) connects to earth line. Attention: do not connect null

line (N) to power live line.

B、The unit is connected to the pole inside box by the punch holes on main power line drive

electric control line drive electric control box, making sure of tight connection.

C、Unit power distribution requests: main power voltage: rated voltage within ±10%

Main power frequency: rated frequency within ±10%

D、Please do not start the chiller when the main power fluctuation exceeds defined limits. Or, it’s

regarded as misoperation that caused not belongs to our maintenance range.

E、Chiller unit has power over loading protection. There are high and low voltage protection, motor

winding overheat protection, short and inverse phase protection, frost protection etc. on the intake

and venting terminal of compressor. Control circuit is advanced. The control power circuit of our

company’s chiller unit has already finished assembly and debugging in factory. Do not alter. If

necessary to alter, please contact us.

■Please pay attention to distance when placing 2 air cooled chillers together. Try not to place

surface to back because they both absorb heat.

4．Related water inlet and outlet

■Please use movable joint for the connection of cooling water inlet and outlet while it shall be able to

dismount.

■Please set bypass tubing. (It will be used while maintaining. So it’s a must to set.)

Would you leave me

farther please ?

So
hot
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■The weight of tubing shall not be too heavy. Or don’t use excessive force while tubing.

■In order to defend impurities and other foreign bodies entering, set a filter or strainer inside tubing.

Refer to the trademark outside chiller box for cooling water inlet and outlet.
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Three、Picture of distribution box wiring and debugging components

Picture 1

Picture 2:

Special attentions while connecting:

1. Make sure that joints on line-end are solid. Add fastening screw on connecting line.

2. Standard air-cooled type chiller, no 3# fittings for electric box.

3. The electric box is standard air-cooled type water hater.

Alarm buzzer

R S T LN

Main power switch
Control
power switch

TC-Transformer

Water pump
AC contactor

Fan
AC contactor

1# compressor
AC contactor

2# compressor
AC contactor

Picture 1：
460V 220V
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Four、Usage
1 、Instructions

After power and throat connect validly, first turn on electrical switch, and then adjust leaving water

temperature on the temperature needed by mould. For example, if mould needs 10℃ water temperature,

adjust the temperature on thermometer on 10℃, then the water temperature of mould will be able to

keep within 10℃. Attention: the adjustment of compressor operation can’t be lower than 3℃ to prevent

evaporator icing.

2、Temperature adjustments

Functions of each button on the instrument are clear. Realize automatic control through the

connection and disconnection of relay. Cooling equipment will close or start automatically according to

the temperature change. In addition, we also provide several system protection measures that are easy

to understand and easy to master and work out.

A mass of parameters are some letters that can be shown, used to set each function of the instrument.

3、Introduction of control program

4 、First Power-on

The controller needs to be configured when powered on for the first time. Please refer to 10.4
Configuration guide for specific operation
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5 、Common Screens

Commonly used screens include the main screen and the alarm screen.

6、 Common Operation

6.1 Quick Modification of Setting Temperature

If the user parameter [Lock T.set] is set to "No", the setting temperature can be modified directly in
the main screen, with operation details as follows:

Note: the setting temperature can also be modified in the user parameters.

6.2 Query/Reset Fault

In case of fault, the alarm screen will automatically pop up. The operation details of query and reset
faults are as follows:

5.1 Main Screen 5.2 Alarm Screen
The system will enter the main screen after
countdown, which displays as follows:

Press + for 3 seconds on the main
screen can change the language quickly.

In case of unit failure, the alarm screen is as
follows:

Press + during down count and enter

Language screen, press or to

change current Language, press to quit

without saving, press to save and quit.
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7、 Function Menu

Press the button on the main screen to enter the Function Menu, which includes five
items as the table below:

No. Menu Item Funtion Remark

1 User
Settings To display user parameters

For number of user parameters and
their implications, please refer to: 9
User Parameters Table.

2 Unit Status To display the current operating
status of the unit

Current value is not displayed when
current module is not used.

3 History List Allowing the query of the last 10
faults Press for 2s to clear the fault

history.

4 Comp
run time

To display the cumulative operation
time of the compressor

5 Version To check the current software
version

8、 Parameter Operation

For the modification operation of parameter value, the user’s modification of setting
temperature

will be described as an example.

9 、User Parameters Table

The implication of each parameter in the user parameters is listed in the following table:

No.
Parameter

Name
Factory
Default

Setting Range Remark

1 Lock T.set No Yes ~ No

Yes: the set temperature can not be modified
on the main screen when locked.
No: the set temperature can be modified on
the main screen.

2 T.setpoint 12.0℃ [T.setpoint min]
~[ T.setpoint max]

Setting range is limited by the manufacturer
parameters [T.setpoint max], [T.setpoint
min].
(When the [TEMP Unit] is set “Fahrenheit”,
the parameter is not displayed.)

3 T.setpoint 53.6 ℉
[T.setpoint min]
~[ T.setpoint max]

Setting range is limited by the manufacturer
parameters [T.setpoint max], [T.setpoint min].
(When the [TEMP Unit] is set “Celsius”, the
parameter is not displayed.)

4 TEMP Unit Celsius Celsius；Fahrenheit
5 Contrast 32 20~44 Adjust the LCD contrast
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10、 Manufacturer Menu

Press + in the main screen to enter the Enter Password screen and enter the correct
manufacturer password (default 4561, which is recommended to change). Then enter the Manufacturer
Function Menu, which includes five items.

10.1 Procedures of Entering Manufacturer Menu

10.2 Details of Manufacturer Menu

The details and function of manufacturer menu are shown in the following table:

Note: Press + in the manufacturer menu for 2 seconds can reset the accumulative
operation time of the compressor.

6 On/Off type Local Local / Local +
Remote / Remote

Local: the unit can only start and stop locally.
Local + Remote: the start and stop of the unit
can be controlled both locally and remotely.
Remote: the unit can only start and stop
remotely.

7 Backlight
On 0 0~255 minute(s) 0: backlight is not turned off.

8 Language 中文 中文~English Select the display language.

9 Comp
Select Two Comp 1#Comp/2#Comp/T

wo Comp

Select the Comp to run. if select one comp
the other does not work. The parameter is
not listed for the single comp machine.

No. Parameter Item Function Remark s

1 Manuf. setting
To set the parameters commonly
used by the manufacturer

Refer to 13 Manufacture
Parameters for specific
parameters.

2 Manuf. debug
To debug the abnormal operation
of each electrical part of the unit

Not available during the unit
operation.

3 Config guide Commonly used parameters of config
the unit

Not available during the unit
operation.
The screen will pop up when
powered on for the first time.

4 Initialize
For initialize all parameters of the
machine.

Refer to 10.5 Manufacture
Parameters for the initial values
of the parameters.

5 Password Set
To set the password to enter
manufacturer menu.

The default value is 4561, which
is recommended to change.
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10.3 Manufacturer Debugging

Manufacturer debugging is mainly used to test whether the operation of each electrical part of the
unit is normal, which is not available when the unit is under operation.

Method: to determine whether the unit is normal by testing three-phase power input, seven alarm
inputs (10 alarm inputs for two compressors) and 5 relay outputs. For alarm input, it only displays the
test result. If the result is normal the wiring is good and parameter settings are correct; if it alarms, with
flashing display of alarm characters, then make sure whether the external wiring is good and the
parameter settings are consistent.

10.4 Configuration Guide

Configure the common parameters of the machine. For the number of parameters of configuration
guide and the significance, please refer to 13 Manufacturer Parameters Table. Access is not available
during the unit operation.

Refer to the Parameter Operation for specific configuration method. The Configuration guide screen
will pop up when powered on for the first time. And if you click “Cancel” operation without configuring at
this point, the Configuration guide screen will still pop up when powered on next time. Once you have
entered the Configuration guide, the Configuration guide screen will not pop up when powered on and
you can only enter the Configuration guide through the Manufacturer Menu.
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11 Fault List

Fault Description Test Conditions
Troubleshootin
g

Solution

1#Comp.P
high

High pressure of
compressor1

Test when the
compressor button has
pressed

Stop
compressor1
only without
affect other
equipments to
work. [Note1]

Check if the input is
consistent with the
switch setting.1#Comp.P

low
Low pressure of
compressor1

If the [LP detect dly] is 0,
test when the compressor
button has pressed;
If the [LP detect dly] is not
0, then compressor1 runs
the test.

1#Comp
overload

The compressor1
overload

Compressor1 runs the
test.

Check if the input is
consistent with the
switch setting.

1#Comp.I
high

The current of
compressor1 is
too high

Check if the rated
current of
compressor1 is input
is reasonable.

1#Comp.I
low

The current of
compressor1 is
too low

Check if the measure
tool of the
compressor1 current
is connect.

1#T.Vent
high

The vent
temperature of
compressor1 is
too high

Check if the input is
consistent with the
switch setting.

2#Comp.P
high

High pressure of
compressor2

Test when the
compressor button has
pressed

Stop
compressor2
only without
affect other
equipments to
work. [Note2]

Check if the input is
consistent with the
switch setting.2#Comp.P

low
Low pressure of
compressor2

If the [LP detect dly] is 0,
test when the compressor
button has pressed;
If the [LP detect dly] is not
0, then compressor2 runs
the test.

2#Comp
overload

The compressor2
overload

Compressor2 runs the
test.

Check if the input is
consistent with the
switch setting.

2#Comp.I
high

The current of
compressor2 is
too high

Check if the rated
current of
compressor2 is input
is reasonable.

2#Comp.I
low

The current of
compressor2 is
too low

Check if the measure
tool of the
compressor2 current
is connect.

2#T.Vent
high

The vent
temperature of
compressor2 is

Check if the input is
consistent with the
switch setting.
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too high

Temp.low AL
The liquid
temperature is too
low

Test after cold pump
starts

Stop the
compressor
and delay to
stop the cool
pump, and do
not stop the
cold pump.

Check if the Liquid
temperature is lower
than the set
temperature of
Liquid protection.

T.high warn

The liquid
temperature is
higher than the
warn value.

Alarm only
without affect
other
equipments to
work.

Check if the Liquid
temperature is
higher than the set
temperature of
Liquid warn.

Temp.high
AL

The liquid
temperature is too
high

If the
[Temp.high AL]
is set “Pump
keep”,Stop the
compressor
and delay to
stop the cool
pump, and do
not stop the
cold pump;
If the
[Temp.high AL]
is set “Pump
stop”, Stop the
unit in case of
fault.

Check if the Liquid
temperature is
higher than the set
temperature of
Liquid protection.

Anti-freez.AL Antifreeze alarm

Power on to test

Stop all the
compressor
and cool pump,
and do not stop
the cold pump.

Check if the
antifreeze input is
consistent with the
switch setting.

Probe break
The liquid
temperature
sensor is break

Check if the
temperature probe is
in proper contact.

Probe short
The liquid
temperature
sensor is short

cool fan
overld
[Note3]

The cool pump or
fan overload

Test after Cool pump
starts

Stop
compressor1
and cool pump
or fan only

Check if the fan1
overload input is
consistent with the
switch setting.

Cool.I high
AL

The current of cool
pump or Fan is too
high

Check if the rated
current of cool is
input is reasonable.

Cool.I low AL
The current of cool
pump or Fan is too

Check if the measure
tool of the cool
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low current is connect.

Cool W.flow
AL

Lack of cool water
flow

Test after the cool pump
starts for [Cool on delay]
time

Stop
compressor1
and cool pump
or fan only

Check if the cool
water flow input is
consistent with the
switch setting.

Cold W.flow
AL

Lack of cold water
flow

Test after the cold pump
starts for [Pump on delay]
time

If the [Lack of
water] is set
“Pump keep”,
Stop
compressor
and cool pump
in case of fault.
If the [Lack of
water] is set
“Pump stop”,
Stop the unit in
case of fault.

Check if the cold
water flow input is
consistent with the
switch setting.

Cold Pump
Overld
[Note3]

The cold pump
overload

Test after cold pump
starts

Stop the unit

Check if the cold
pump overload input
is consistent with the
switch setting.

Pump.I high
AL

The current of cold
pump is too high

Check if the rated
current of cold is
input is reasonable.

Pump.I low
AL

The current of cold
pump is too low

Check if the measure
tool of the cold
current is connect.

Phase AL
The three-phase
power input is
alarm

Power on to test Stop the unit

Check if there is
default phase or
anti-phase in the
three-phase power
input and if the
switch is correct.

Water lv. AL
The water level is
low

Power on to test

If the [Low
water lv.] is set
“Pump keep”,
Stop
compressor
and cool pump
in case of fault.
If the [Low
water lv.] is set
“Pump stop”,
Stop the unit in
case of fault.

Check if the water
level input is
consistent with the
switch setting.

Need
Maintain

The total time of
compressor run
over the allow
value

Test after cold pump
starts

The unit cannot start once stops (the
accumulative operation time of
compressor exceeds the set value).
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[Note 1]: In case of "1#Comp.P low " fault, if [LP stop pump] is not zero, the troubleshooting program is:
to immediately stop all compressors and cool pump, delay the [LP stop pump] and stop the cold pump. If
[LP stop pump] is zero, then the troubleshooting program is: to only stop compressor1 without affect
other equipments to work.
[Note 2]: In case of "2#Comp.P low " fault, if [LP stop pump] is not zero, the troubleshooting program is:
to immediately stop all compressors and cool pump, delay the [LP stop pump] and stop the cold pump. If
[LP stop pump] is zero, then the troubleshooting program is: to only stop compressor2 without affect
other equipments to work.
[Note3]:
[Machine type] the screen real display when Cold Pump overload the screen real display

when Cool Pump
overload

AIR-WATER Cold Pump Overld Cool Fan Overld
W-W SYS. Cold Pump Overld Cool Pump Overld
AIR-AIR Cold Fan Overld Cool Fan Overld
WATER-AIR Cold Fan Overld Cool Pump Overld

12 Control

12.1 Logic of compressor
Double compressor but select only one / Single compressor:

The heating process, the compressor ON when PV ≥SV + ADD.
The cooling process, the compressor OFF when PV < SV – SUB

Double compressors:
a) If [Unload offset] is not 0
The heating process, one compressor ON when PV> SV and two compressors ON when

PV≥ SV + ADD.
The cooling process, if two compressors ON currently, one compressor OFF when PV <

SV and two compressors OFF when PV < SV - SUB.If compressor ON currently, the
compressor OFF when PV <SV-SUB.

b) If [Unload offset] is 0
The heating process, one compressor ON when PV> = SV + ADD; after the time of [Capacity
ctrl], if PV≥ SV + ADD remains, two compressors ON.
The cooling process, the compressor OFF when PV <SV.

Note: PV: The liquid temperature SV: set temperature
ADD: load temperature diefference SUB: unload temperature difference

12.2 Logic of pump freeze protection
a) When [T.freeze prot] = “forbid”, there is no pump freeze protection.
b) Otherwise under the idle state:

if SV ≤ [T.freeze prot], the pump opens;
if SV ≥ [T.freeze prot] + 2, the pump will close after 10 seconds.
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13 Manufacturer Parameters Table

Parameters set by the manufacturer and parameter meanings are listed as follows: ("*" is for
parameters of the configuration guide)
Setting
Item

Name of
Parameter

Factory
Default Setting Range Remark

Func.
Setting

*One-Key start Forbid Forbid ~ Use

Forbid: the compressor is allowed to ON only
when press the compressor button;

Used: the compressor allows ON when press
the pump button.

Auto start up Forbid Forbid ~ Use

Use: the unit starts automatically when
powered on;

Forbid: the unit doesn’t start automatically
when powered on;

When the user parameter [On/Off type] is set
to be"Remote", the electrical autostart is
invalid.

Alarm output
Keep
when
mute

Keep when
mute;
Stop when
mute

Keep when mute: press the “alarm output”
parameter to take

action once a fault occurs;
Stop when mute: press the “alarm output”
parameter to take action in case of no fault
after silencing.

Alarm type N.O N.O~N.C N.O: the alarm relay is ON in case of faults;
N.C: the alarm relay is OFF in case of faults.

DI5 fuction Water
switch

Water switch;
Vent1 temp

Water switch: DI5 input for water level
detection
Vent1 temp: DI5 input for Vent1 temperature
detection

DI9 fuction Phase
swtich

Phase swtich;
Vent2 temp;
Cool W.flow

Phase swtich: DI9 input for phase sequence
detection
Vent2 temp: DI9 input for Vent2 temperature
detection
Cool W.flow: DI9 input for cool water flow
detection

*Low water lv. Pump
stop

Pump stop ~
Pump keep

Pump stop: stop the cold pump in case of low
water level fault;
Pump keep: do not stop the cold pump in case
of low water level fault.

*Lack of water Pump
stop

Pump stop ~
Pump keep

Pump stop: stop the cold pump in case of cold
water flow fault;
Pump keep: do not stop the cold pump in case
of cold water flow fault.

*Current
detect Use Forbid ~ Use Use: there is a current detection module;

Forbid: no current detection module
*1#Comp.I
rating 0.3A 0~35.0A 0A: do not detect the current fault.

When [Current detect] is set “Forbid”, those
parameter is not displayed.
(if the rating current of Comp or Pump is lower
1A, when using please winding two or three
laps on the sensor)

*2#Comp.I
rating 0.3A 0~35.0A

*Pump. I rating 0.3A 0~35.0A
*Cool. I rating 0.3A 0~35.0A

*Phase
monitor

On_boar
d

On_board;
Forbid;
IO_input

Onboard: use the controller’s own three-phase
power protection;
Switch input: use an external three-phase
power protection.
(The external three-phase power protection
can only be ued when [DI9 fuction] is set "
Phase swtich" .)
Forbid: do not use three-phase power
detection function.
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DI1 input opt Cool
overload

Cool overload;
Anti-freezing Selection of switch DI1 input function

*Comp
number 2 1~2 Selection of the number of compressor

*Machine type AIR-WA
TER

AIR-WATER;
W-W SYS.;
AIR-AIR;
WATER-AIR

AIR-WATER. fan-cooled water chiller,
W-W SYS. :water-cooled water chiller,
AIR-AIR : fan-cooled fan cooler
WATER-AIR : water-cooled fan cooler

*Lang switch Use Forbid ~ Use

Use: Allows users to switch between English
and Chinese.
Forbid: Forbid users to switch between English
and Chinese.

Temp.high AL Pump
keep

Pump stop ~
Pump keep

Pump stop: stop the cold pump in case of
Temp.high fault;
Pump keep: do not stop the cold pump in case
of Temp.high fault.

Temp.
Setting

Load offset 1.0℃ 0~10.0℃ Temperature deviation of load the compressor
Load offset 1.8℉ 0~18.0℉ Fahrenheit ℉

Unload offset 1.0℃ 0~10.0℃ Temperature deviation of unload the
compressor

Unload offset 1.8℉ 0~18.0℉ Fahrenheit ℉

T.setpoint max 30.0℃ -38.0~99.9℃
To limit the temperature of user set.T.setpoint max 86.0℉ -36.4~211.8℉

T.setpoint min 5.0℃ -38.0~99.9℃
T.setpoint min 41.0℉ -36.4~211.8℉ Fahrenheit ℉

T.bias 0.0℃ -9.9~9.9℃ Compensation for the liquid temperature
T.bias 0.0℉ -17.8~17.8 Fahrenheit ℉

T.low protect 4.0℃ -40.0~99.9℃
Fault of “Temp.low AL” warning is reported
when the liquid temperature is lower than the
set value.

T.low protect 39.2℉ -40.0~211.8℉ Fahrenheit ℉

T.high warn 50.0℃ 0~99.9℃
Fault of “Temp.high warn” warning is reported
when the liquid temperature is higher than the
set value.

T.high warn 122.0℉ 32.0~211.8℉ Fahrenheit ℉

T.high alarm 60.0℃ 0~99.9℃

Fault of “Temp.high AL” warning is reported
when the liquid temperature is higher than the
set value. And Stop the compressor and delay
to stop the cool pump.

T.high alarm 140.0℉ 32.0~211.8℉ Fahrenheit ℉

T.high reset 5.0℃ 0~99.9℃

If liquid temperature<[T.high alarm]–[T.high
reset], manual reset of “Temp.high AL” fault is
allowed;
If liquid temperature<[T.high warn]–[T.high
rese], the “Temp.high warn” fault is
automatically reset;

T.high reset 9.0℉ 0~179.8℉ Fahrenheit ℉

T.freeze prot forbid forbid~15.0℃ No such function when set to forbid.
T.freeze prot forbid forbid~59.0℉ No such function when set to forbid(32.0℉).

Time
Setting

Pump on delay 10 S 1~255 S Delay after cold pump startup.
Cool on delay 10 S 1~255 S Delay after cool pump startup.

Capacity ctrl. 5 S 0~255 S

Control the compressor ON/OFF every
[Capacity ctrl.] interval time;
For double-compressor control, if the
conditions of two compressors ON are
satisfied, then one of the compressors ON and
the other after the time of [Capacity ctrl.].

Comp protect 60 S 0~255 S To avoid frequent ON/OFF the compressor,
the interval between the start of two
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compressors must be greater than the set
value.

Input stable 2 S 0~255 S The time General fault stable.

W.flow stab. 5 S 0~255 S It is considered to be valid only when the water
flow alarm continue for the time.

LP detect dly 60 S 0~255 S
Compressor low-pressure fault input is allowed
only when the compressor has run for the set
time.

LP stable 5 S 0~255 S Low-pressure fault stable time

LP stop pump 0 S 0~300 S

0: the parameter has no effect .
Non-0: in case of low pressure fault of the
compressor, immediately stop all compressors
and cool pump, delay the [LP stop pump] and
stop the cold pump.

Comp
operation 0 H 0~9999 H

0: this parameter has no effect.
Non-0: the compressor cannot start when the
accumulative operation time is greater than the
set value.

Comp shift 0 Min 0~255 H

0: the parameter has no effect ;
Non-0: a compressor will automatically switch
to another after it has run continuously for that
time.

1#Comp.I
avoid

2 S 1~255 S The current fault of 1#compressor can only be
detected after 1# compressor has started for
the set time.
(When the [Current detect] is set “forbid”, the
parameter is not displayed.)

2#Comp.I
avoid 2 S 1~255 S

The current fault of 2#compressor can only be
detected after 2# compressor has started for
the set time.
(When the [Current detect] is set “forbid”, the
parameter is not displayed.)

Pump. I avoid 2 S 1~255 S

The current fault of cold pump can only be
detected after it has started for the set time.
(When the [Current detect] is set “forbid”, the
parameter is not displayed.)

Cool. I avoid 2 S 1~255 S

The current fault of cool pump can only be
detected after it has started for the set time.
(When the [Current detect] is set “forbid”, the
parameter is not displayed.)

Input
Setting

*Freez
overload N.O N.O ~ N.C Selection of switch input mode

N.O: switch off with no fault;
N.C: the switch is closed with no fault.*Cold W.flow N.C N.O ~ N.C

*W.level
switch N.C N.O ~ N.C

When [DI5 fuction] is " Vent1 temp", it is the
place for N.O and N.C settings of vent1
temperature detection.

*Comp
overload N.O N.O ~ N.C Selection of switch input mode

N.O: switch off with no fault;
N.C: the switch is closed with no fault.*Low pressure N.C N.O ~ N.C

*High pressure N.O N.O ~ N.C

*Phase error N.O N.O ~ N.C

When [DI9 fuction] is " Cool W.flow", it is the
place for N.O and N.C settings of cool water
flow switch.
When [DI9 fuction] is "Vent1 temperature", it is
the place for N.O and N.C settings of vent1
temperature detection.

*Cool overload N.C N.O ~ N.C
When [DI1 input opt] is " Anti-freezing", it is the
place for N.O and N.C settings of antifreezing
switch.

[Note]: remote switch, if the remote control is used, the unit will start up when remote switch input is
closed and stop when remote switch input is disconnected.
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Fives、Maintenance
A、Plastic industry: reduce the production of mould “Pour sweat”. Before stopping plastic machine,

turn off the switch of cold water valve of adjunct moulds, or turn off the chiller, which can make the water

temperature inside moulding chamber increase, making moulds no rust erosion.

B、Please arrange missionary to clean out heat gun if the chiller is already used for over 6 months,

there’s often failures on high/low pressure valves, or cooling ability decreases. (If there’s pressure gauge

on the chiller, notice whether pressure is higher than 21 kg per square cm. Of exceeding, clean out heat

valve or check whether closing all throats.). If repairing according to the above directions for many times,

the failure siren of chiller rings for long time. Then, notify the factory to contact and repair.

C、Stop using the chiller for a period of time, pump leaves might be frozen by polluted sediments

because water polluted sediments solidify. When restarting the machine, turn the rotor of water pump

first to avoid water pump protection caused by the leaves of pump being still.

※D、The chiller uses a tap water cycle with a pH equal to 7, or an oily antifreeze that replaces the

tank water once a month with tap water.

Methods of cleaning the chiller (It’s necessary to ask professionals to operate.)

1、 Clean condenser

Clean up the dust on chiller first, and then wash with washing liquid (special). Use washing liquid

carefully (moderate the thickness of washing liquid). Don’t touch it. It will damage skin and eyes. Once

touching carelessly, please wash with much clean water. When necessary, send to a hospital.

2、Clean evaporator

Clear away the polluted substances on evaporator. Do not use excessive power to damage

evaporator and drain sewage.

Six、Precautions
Run under the following state, which will cause over loading (reluctant running) to protect the device.

The light is on (yellow), stop running.

Ambient temperature is over high (above 45°C) Power single phase voltage is not lower than

198V or three-phase voltage is not lower than 340V.

Air inlet is blocked by wall or stopped by dusts.
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Seven、 Fault situations caused by the faults of chiller itself and

external factors include the following factors and fault elimination

ways:

1. Too high hydraulic pressure

Phenomenon Cause Fault elimination

Tubing

system

Error

Tubing valve doesn’t open fully Open the valve fully.

Tube diameter is too small. Enlarge tube diameter.

Too long pipeline, too many elbows

and joints

Design pipeline system again.

Water leaks too much at pipeline

joining.
Check elbows and joints.

The TCP-filter in pipeline is blocked.
Clean out TCP-filter or change new

filter core.

Evaporator

freezes

Temperature switch failure Change new temperature switch

Expansion valve is blocked and

invalid.
Change new expansion valve.

Hydraulic bypass valve is blocked and

invalid.

Re-adjust or change new hydraulic

bypass valve.
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2、 Abnormal evaporation temperature instruction

3. All non-operation

Abnormal
evaporation
temperature
instruction

Evaporating temperature is too high. Check compressor air supply load

Temperature of intake is too high.
Make air volume reach designed
temperature or add front cooler

Ambient air dusts

Phenomenon Cause Fault elimination

No power

Fuse blows or non-fuse switch trip
Confirm whether there’s phase short and
short circuit on power and check fuse or
non-fuse switches.

Broken line
Find out the point where line breaks and
overhaul.

With power
but can’t start

Voltage is abnormal or power line is
too long (voltage decreases)

Please refer to the rated voltage
instructions on brand.

Switch is bad. Change new switch

Contactor is bad. Change new contactor

high and low voltage switch is bad. Change new high and low voltage switch.

Temperature switch is bad. Change new temperature switch.

Compressor is bad. Change new compressor.

All switches
are normal but

can’t start.

Don’t reset after high and low
voltage protection trip.

Reset and start after finding out the reason
for trip.

AC contactor heat protection doesn’t
reset.

Reset and start after finding out the reason
for trip.

Temperature switch setting error Reset or change new temperature switch.

Compressor is bad. Change new compressor.
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4. Normal operation, but the effect is not good.

Phenomenon Cause Fault elimination

Evaporating

temperature

instruction is

too low.

Circulating volume of chilled water is not

enough.

Increase circulating volume, add

bypass.

Temperature switch or voltage switch

setting is too low.

Adjust setting again.

The fan runs ceaselessly. Find out cause and change new fan.

Evaporating

temperature

instruction is

too high.

Temperature at air intake is too high. Reduce inlet temperature.

Ambient temperature is too high.
Improve ambient temperature. Good

venting place.

Condenser is blocked. Remove blocking matters.

Refrigerant compressor air intake and

drain valve wears.

Change new compressor.
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5、 Badness after start-up

Phenomenon Cause Fault elimination

Abnormal

voltage

After starting, wire short circuit produces

burnt odor.

Deploy chain control circuit and

switches again.

High voltage

trips hard to

replace and

can’t be started.

Bad voltage switch Change new voltage switch

Bad fan Change new fan motor

Over loading trip. Find out cause or check relay.

Condenser begrimes Clean out

Too much refrigerant Reduce refrigerant properly.

Surrounding temperature is too high. Improve ambient temperature, good

venting place.

Dry filter is blocked. Change new dry filter.

Over loading

circuit trip.

Bad voltage switch Change new voltage switch

Compressor over loads Chiller over loads. Reduce loading

dose.

Temperature at the intake of chiller is too

high.

Improve inlet temperature.

Ambient temperature is too high. Improve ambient temperature, good

venting place.

Power under-phase Find out power under-phase factors

Bad contactor or bad joints Clean up or change new contactor.
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6、Bad automatic drain system

7、Maintenance method

Phenomenon Cause Fault elimination

Bad drain

Working pressure is below
1.5kg/cm2

the normal working pressure of automatic
drainer is 2～10kg/cm2

Waterspout is blocked. Clean away

Fault instructions Maintenance methods

Phase fault

Main valve closes. Then, after exchanging and connecting 2 of power lines
R, S and T, start power and chiller again. Now, whether the machine can
return to normal operation. If power light is still red （ phase sequence
protection light is on）, it means power is short phase. It’s ok to check power
and remove fault.

Water pump fault

Check whether there’s open circuit or short circuit on the impedance of water
pump winding and whether water leaves are tied by furring. Then, power on,
check whether power voltage is normal. Meanwhile, advert to the water
leave’s turning direction.

High and low voltage
fault

If the chiller is equipped with pressure gauge, please advert whether the
pressure of high pressure gauge is higher than 21 kg/cm2

Attention: if using chiller over a period of time, and condenser and ambiance
is bad, leading to high voltage valve often occurs faults or cooling and
temperature-reducing ability decreases, please arrange missionary to clean
up the condenser.

Compressor fault
Turn off power; check whether the insulated resistance of compressor
winding meets requirements. The winding insulated resistance of motor is
higher than 1 mge. If normal, the operation light of compressor is on.

The complete
machine doesn’t

operate.
Check whether fuse is burnt and whether power line is loose.
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Eight、Dimensions of chiller (standard)

Dimension AQ 1AC 2 AC 2.5 AC 3 AC 4AC 5 AC 6AC 10AC

Cooling

capacity

Cooling

capacity/

W

2745 5275 7200 8550 11900 15000 17000 30000

Compresso

r(Daikin,

Panasonic,

Toshiba)

Power/

KW
0.915 1.77 1.96 2.67 3.0 3.75 2.67*2 3.75*2

Refrigerati

ng circuit
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2

Refrigeran

t
R407C\R134A\R410\R404A

Power/V 220V 460V

Running

current/A
4.25 8.55 9.10 12.4/4.8 7.00 8.6 9.6 17

V type

Condenser

Type Copper fin condenser

Fan

power/W
60 120 120 120*2 120*2 120*2 120*4 120*4

Vertical

evaporator

L/MIN

flow
10 20 25 30 40 50 60 100

IN 1/2″ 3/4″ 3/4″ 3/4″ 1″ 1″ 1″ 1″

Cubage of water box/L 10 20 25 30 40 50 60 100

Water

pump

Delivery

lift/M
15 18 18 18 20 20 25 25

Power/W 370 370 370 370 750 750 750 1500

Safety protection device
High and low voltage protection switch, current overload protection,

electronic delay protection, acid-base protection, stream protection
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Dimension AQ 1 5AC 2 0AC 25AC 3 0AC 36AC 40AC 50AC 60AC

Cooling

capacity

Cooling

capacity/

W

32250 43000 53750 64500 77400 86000
10750

0

12900

0

Compresso

r(Daikin,

Panasonic,

Toshiba)

Power/

KW
3.75*3 7.5*2 9.1*2 7.5*3 9.1*3 7.5*4 9.1*4 11*4

Refrigerati

ng circuit
3 2 2 3 3 4 4 4

Refrigeran

t
R407C\R134A\R410\R404A

Power/V
460V

Running

current/A
35 43 49 56 67 83 98 115

V-type

condenser

Type Copper fin condenser

Fan

power/W
550*3 1100*2 1100*2 550*6 550*6 550*8 650*8 650*8

Vertical

evaporator

Flow

M3/H
14 20 25 30 40 50 60 100

IN 1.5″ 2″ 2″ 3″ 3″ 3″ 3″ 4″

Cubage of water box/L 150 250 250 300 300 300 300 300

Water

pump

Delivery

lift/M 32 25 28 28 28 28 25 25

Power/

KW
2.2 3 3 4 5.5 5.5 7.5 7.5



Certificate

Product : ○ Electric safety standard test

Model No: ○Heating power standard test

Serial No： ○ Component cold test

○Rate of water flow test

Ningbo Aoqi Precision Temperature
Control Technology co;Ltd

Add:No2, Xinxian Road, Yangming
Technology Park , Yuyao City ,ZheJiang
China

City Tel:8-574-62536122 Mobile 86-13296838188

ELECTRICITY INSPECTOR HEATING POWER INSPECTOR

The guarantee of Certificate

CUSTOMER : PRODUCT ：

ADDRESS : MODE NO：

TEL.NO : START ON：

EXPIRE ON：

Ningbo Aoqi Precision Temperature Control Technology co;Ltd

Add:No2, Xinxian Road, Yangming Technology Park , Yuyao City ,ZheJiang China

Tel:86-574-62536122 Mobile:86-13296838188

003质检 001质检

√

√

√

√

Tel:0574-62536122
Tel:0574-62536122
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